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You Just Ran 1,000
Feet of Scrap. Could
Your Thermal
System be to Blame?
While some scrap is inevitable, bad runs are often due to “hidden”
issues with thermal elements. Read below to discover if thermal
issues are at the heart of your scrap problem.

It does not seem to matter what industry you are in or what prevention
measures are in place: Some amount of scrap is unavoidable. But there is a
huge difference between the small amounts of scrap inevitable in everyday
processes and the avoidable scrap that comes from a bad run.
Diagnosing the root cause of a bad run can be challenging. Was it human
error? An issue with materials? Bad luck? There are many possible causes, of
course...but one of the most overlooked causes of a bad run has to do with
thermal issues during the process.
So, if you just ran 1,000 feet of scrap and you need to get to the heart of the
issue, you might want to start your investigation by looking at the thermal
components—heaters, controllers and sensors—in your machinery.
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Do Thermal Process Issues Secretly Plague Your Industry?
As a general rule of thumb, the more heat content involved with a manufacturing process, the higher
the chances that the scrap being produced is related to a thermal issue. Unlike a material or mechanical
issue, a thermal issue or control issue might not be as visible to the eye on first inspection. (It is not
unusual for there to be several runs of irregular product, or long periods of downtime, before a problem
can be pinpointed. Thinking about thermal issues sooner, rather than later, can save on that downtime.)
Thermal processes are everywhere in manufacturing today as the application of heat is one of the main
ways to shape materials, such as plastics, metals or rubber. Here are just a few examples we have seen
across a number of industries—and what can happen if proper attention is not paid to those processes:
•

Aerospace parts: Parts such as airplane engine brackets, frame
parts, wing panels, fuselage parts, rivets and more all require
some degree of heat treatment. Aerospace clients often have
very high standards that they hold their vendors to, and improper
heat treatment can mean a missed order and, eventually, a lost
contract.

•

Food preparation and processing: Direct heat is still the
primary method of sterilization and cooking food products. As
one might imagine, a lot of problems can happen when food is
not properly sterilized.

•

Medical device components: Both forming and sterilizing
parts for medical components require just the right amount of
heat, properly applied. The components often have very fine
tolerances, so a single element that is not working appropriately
can ruin an entire run.

•

Plastic sheets: Clear plastic sheets can develop noticeable
streaks as they wind their way through machinery if they are not
kept at an appropriate temperature.

•

Stadium seating: Stadium seats are constructed of metal or
plastic fit to a standardized mold. If the material is not heating
properly when entering the mold, an entire set of 50,000 seats
can be deemed unusable!

•

Tire manufacturing: Heat is used to shape tires and form the
treads, right at the point where the tire meets the mold. If the
rubber is not heating to the correct temperature, you end up with
tires that have blemishes or thin spots.

•

Window manufacturing: Most windows and window frames
today have vinyl components that need to be heated and
extruded. A single faulty heating element can create an improperly
formed window, meaning thousands of dollars down the drain.
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Apart from direct sensor data indicating a problem, there are few common clues that a thermal issue
might be plaguing a process:
1. “Streaky” material runs: Inappropriately heating plastics or metals can cause vertical bands
indicating a broken or misaligned heating element.
2. Fouling: This usually means discoloration or sedimentation build-up around the heating element
itself.
3. Deformed pieces: If any parts or materials must be formed to a mold, improper heating can
cause them to be misshapen.
4. Inappropriate adherence: For some processes, heat is needed to activate adhesives or similar
chemicals. When those adhesives fail to perform, improper heating is usually to blame.
5. Odd smells: Odd smells can be due to smoke or vapor coming off an overactive or misplaced
heating unit, or they could signal material that has not been properly removed from the run.

Digging Into the Most Common Thermal Process Issues
Generally, there are three kinds of thermal process issues to be aware of in any root cause analysis:

Sensor Problems
A defective sensor could be throwing bad data about heater temperature (or no data at all). This
can cause a process to stall if appropriate temperatures are not detected, or cause other heaters to
overcompensate and create excess heat.
Ideally, sensors in your process should be sending data to a controller or data logger. Start by inspecting
the logged data. Are any of the sensors recording unusual dips in temperature compared to other
sensors? Or wild fluctuations? If so, it does not hurt to test those sensors independently. (If your sensor
data is not being logged, consider upgrading to components that do so!)
When testing sensors, it also helps to pay special attention to
the ways in which sensors are situated. Sometimes a sensor
will test in the workshop but still “malfunction” simply because
it is not installed correctly, or has somehow become separated
from key parts of the process. For example:
•

Has the sensor somehow pulled away from the heat
source?

•

Is there debris coating the sensor or otherwise blocking
it from the heat source?

•

Have any wires crossed in the sensor or thermocouple?

•

Is the sensor appropriately connected to its controller?
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Control Problems
Historically, thermal process controls have focused on single control solutions for each parameter of a
given process or piece of equipment. This made the control of thermal processes overly complex, slow
and prone to errors. Today, modern plants make much more use of PID controllers, set-point controllers
and data loggers connected in networks. This allows for much more dynamic control of temperatures, as
well as better logging of data.
That said, controllers can run into issues as well. This tends to be the case if a controller has not been
set up properly to begin with—for example, if it has not been given correct parameters or somehow
not installed correctly. If there is a control issue, problems will tend to be much more systematic. It is
worth contacting your supplier for help determining if the initial setup was correct and for diagnosing the
controller itself.

Heater Failure
Finally, there is a chance that a heater itself has failed. This could be indicated by abnormal variations
in heater current, for example. To test individual heaters, use an ammeter to check current (after taking
the appropriate safety precautions and complying with lockout/tagout, of course). A lack of appropriate
current flow is the number one indicator that a heater has failed.

Suspect You Have a Thermal Issue on Your Hands?
Thermal issues are common in manufacturing, and this article hopefully provided some clues as to if and when
thermal issues are plaguing your process. The next step is likely a conversation with your distributor (or with a
Watlow engineer). A replacement might be in order, or more likely, an upgrade. That money spent will more than
likely pay for itself in saved scrap over time.

Further information is available at: www.watlow.com
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